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Physical activity and longevity: how to move closer to causal inference

Kaitlin H Wade, Rebecca C Richmond, George Davey Smith

Kujala provides an insightful review contesting epidemiological findings that increased physical activity (PA) lengthens the life span,1 arguing that intervention (randomised controlled trial (RCT) and experimental) studies do not support PA causing a reduced risk of death and highlighting several limitations in previous observational studies that may have led to spurious conclusions.

The review coincides with the publication of findings from the large-scale Prospective Urban Rural Epidemiologic (PURE) study (n=130 843), which identified a graded lower rate of mortality among those individuals achieving moderate and high levels of PA compared with those with low PA (HR 0.80; 95%CI 0.74 to 0.87 and 0.65; 95%CI 0.60 to 0.70; P for trend <0.0001).2 While this study is undeniably an impressive endeavour, collecting prospective data on participants from 17 countries, the conclusion to support increased forms of PA levels for all individuals (irrespective of age, gender or country of origin) has major public health implications. The findings are, as so often, qualified by the study, being unable to fully assert a causal (rather than correlational) role for PA levels in reducing mortality.

Kujala emphasises how epidemiological study designs are vulnerable to limitations that may skew or distort observational associations and impede the distinction between correlation and causation. Such distortions of observed relationships may arise due to confounding by measured/ unmeasured lifestyle, behavioural and biological factors (such as higher fitness, lower body mass index (BMI), genetic variation and socioeconomic factors) correlated with both the exposure (here, PA) and outcome (here, longevity). If not appropriately accounted for, confounding factors make the ascertainment of underlying causal mechanisms and pathways exceptionally complex. Such was illustrated by Jerry Morris’s London busmen study revisited by Kujala, where confounding by baseline adiposity biased findings that bus conductors had lower risk of coronary heart disease than their less-active driver counterparts (although this issue was acknowledged by Morris who performed analysis stratified by the busmen’s uniform size to account for potential confounding by adiposity).3

The possibility of reverse causation (whereby the ‘outcome’ is responsible for variation in the ‘exposure’, rather than the direction of interrogation) may also lead to misinterpretation of observed associations. For example, the notion that reducing PA increases the risk of becoming overweight/obese is as plausible as the reverse, where being overweight/obese renders PA difficult.4 Studies of older adults or those with many comorbidities are particularly vulnerable to reverse causation. For example, in reference to Kujala’s ‘healthy exerciser bias’, aged individuals who are healthy enough to participate in PA due to a lack of chronic illness will seemingly have a reduced risk of death compared with their less-fit peers. Furthermore, comparing estimates of risk for physically demanding versus sedentary occupations may suffer reverse causation, particularly when high fitness and good health are criteria for recruitment into such physically demanding occupations.

Related to this, in the setting of evaluating potential causes of mortality, both selection and survival biases,5 which influence participation rates in epidemiological studies, can also lead to distortion of associations among respondents. In these cases, the population under study (and therefore the observed associations) may differ from the population not selected or who were unable/unwilling to participate (due to morbidity or lack of interest in surveys relating to health).5

Kujala also highlights the limitation of measurement error, which can bias estimates within epidemiological studies, particularly those relying on self-report or questionnaire-based information. Recent developments have highlighted the trade-off between sample size and measurement precision in obtaining adequate statistical power with minimum measurement error. For example, measuring maximal oxygen consumption in a formal fitness test, VO\textsubscript{2}max, in a smaller sample rather than self-reported, retrospective PA in a large sample may provide a more precise predictor of mortality.7 Furthermore, inadequate measurement, limited knowledge or poor adjustment for confounding variables, such as smoking status in the setting of physical activity and mortality, can severely bias observed associations.

As presented by Kujala, RCTs, the gold standard in epidemiology for inferring causality, have failed to provide conclusive evidence in this context (eg, Lifestyle Interventions and Independence for Elders,8 Look Action for Health in Diabetes,9 Heart Failure: A Controlled Trial Investigating Outcomes of Exercise Training10 and other large-scale meta-analyses).11 12 In the absence of long-term trials, the focus moves to other approaches for strengthening causal inference. Some such methods are discussed by Kujala and are outlined in table 1.

One approach acknowledged is the comparison of associations between recreational leisure time and obligatory occupational PA, the latter of which has not consistently been associated with a reduced risk of death.13 Physiologically, there are no compelling reasons why recreational and occupational PA should have systematically different effects on mortality and so, if activity were truly causal, effect sizes should be similar between these two contexts. One explanation for this potential discordance is confounding by socioeconomic position. For example, earlier studies of the association between occupation and PA, at a time when there may have been a positive social class gradient for cardiovascular disease (CVD), tended to show that doing more occupational PA was related to lower CVD.14 However, with a change in social class gradient over time, more recent studies have typically failed to demonstrate consistent and protective effects of occupational PA.11

While the recent PURE study found that occupational PA was protective against mortality risk across countries at different economic levels, it is important to highlight that definitions of occupational PA included travel to work, which may be strongly influenced by health-related selection.15 Interestingly, the PURE study does not seem to be as supportive for the role of recreational activity on reducing mortality risk, where differences in underlying confounding structures between varying income countries investigated may explain the heterogeneity in effects observed.
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A further causal inference approach not directly considered by Kujala is that of the negative control situation, which involves using an exposure or outcome that is unlikely to relate to the hypothesised causal mechanism, but which will include the same sources of bias or confounding as in the association of interest. For example, lung cancer is a ‘negative control’ outcome not anticipated to be markedly influenced by levels of PA, but which is strongly related to confounding factors such as smoking. Therefore, an association observed between PA and lung cancer, which is similar to that observed between PA and CVD (where a causal mechanism has been hypothesised), would raise doubts about the validity of the latter effect estimate. Of note, non-CVD mortality was related to PA in the PURE study to a similar, if not larger, extent than CVD-related mortality, which potentially implies residual confounding in this context.

While demonstrating the utility of causal inference approaches, Kujala also highlights various limitations pertaining to residual confounding and other study biases, which cannot be fully accounted for by any individual method alone. Furthermore, he emphasises that when methodological flaws exist, increasing sample size does not always improve causal evidence (despite providing more precise estimates) and apparently robust associations may be subject to distortion through, for example, residual confounding.

While we would argue that Mendelian randomisation (MR) is a powerful strategy for evading these problems, pleiotropy of the genetic instruments is a major consideration (although multiple strategies now exist to evaluate this), as is the current lack of genetic variants robustly associated with PA to serve as instrumental variables. We, and others, have shown that BMI-associated genetic variants are also associated with measures of PA, suggesting a causal impact of adiposity on reducing levels of PA. However, this further emphasises the confounding role of adiposity when evaluating associations between PA and longevity (as was emphasised by Kujala) and points to the need of identifying genetic variants that are directly associated with PA and not indirectly through other pathways. To date, the search for genetic variants associated with both self-reported and objective levels of PA has not been fruitful, although the availability of actigraphy data and other fitness metrics in large prospective studies such as the UK Biobank offer promise in this area.

In practice, triangulation of a range of the outlined approaches, each with orthogonal key sources of bias, alongside the improvement in the design of prospective studies and RCTs (eg, those within younger populations), individual participant meta-analyses, co-twin control studies and MR are important steps in obtaining more reliable and generalisable estimates, confidence in findings and improving aetiological understanding in this area.
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